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Tri fold brochure template adobe photoshop

Page 105 What you will createIn today's tutorial, we will create our own tri-fold booklet mockup! We'll be putting together tri-fold template brochures in Photoshop perfect for creative agencies or small businesses. However, you can also use the same steps to create additional sizes and styles! Just change
the colors and pictures, and you're good to go. What you will learn in this triple brochure Tutorial How to set up a tri-fold booklet document size How to create a tri-fold brochure template in Photoshop How to create a business tri-fold brochure design How to copy and paste layer styles in Adobe Photoshop
Where to find a tri-fold brochure template Photoshop downloads What you needYou want to complete this project, we use the following resources : Find additional resources on Envato elements! 1. To set up the Triple Booklet Sized DocumentFirst, we need to set up our document and make sure it is
ready to print. Let's look at the specifics. Step 1One of the most common triple booklet sizes in Photoshop templates is 8.5 x 11 inches. Although the sizes vary, we will go with 8.5 x 11 inches today! You'll also want to set the resolution to 300 to ensure a pleasant crisp and clear print experience. Step 2
Now, let's set up our guide to help us know where to place what. Our first set of guides will be our bleeding guides as well as our fold guides. They will show us where the triple booklet will be folded after printing. Press Control-R to turn on the ruler, and then right-click &gt; millimeters. Click and drag on the
ruler to create a guide. Use the left elevation ruler for the vertical guide and the top length ruler for the horizontal guide. Place four vertical guides on markers 3, 102, 201, and 300 millimeters. We create three 99-millimeter columns. Step 3Place two horizontal guides at 33 and 213 millimeters. Step 4 Now



let's create our content areas. We want all important content and text to remain in these lines if we don't want the content to reach another panel. First, place the vertical lines at 11, 94, 110, 193, 209 and 292 millimeters. Step 5 End guides by placing two horizontal guides at 11 and 20 millimeters. This will
leave us with three 83 x 194 millimeter panels! Keep in mind that there are different three times the size of brochures in Photoshop templates. So this number will vary from template to template. If you're creating a booklet with a booklet with both the front and back like me, then go ahead and save two
versions of this document to save time. You can also save it as an empty tri-fold brochure template for Photoshop and use it over and over again! 2. How to design a background for Tri-Fold BrochureS with our document ready, let's fix our background. As I mentioned above, I will have a total of two
documents: one for the front and one for the back. Step 1Named on the front of the document, use the Shape tool to create a white rectangle of the same size as the canvas. Add a pattern overlay using a black and grey sample from this sample package. Reduce the opacity of the sample overlay to 10%
and set the size to 25%. Step 2Althing, still in the document on the front, make a rectangle measuring 303 x 153 millimeters toward the top of the canvas. Set it to any color. Step 3Tuchte a photo of a whiteboard or whiteboard into the shape of a rectangle. Enlarge the image so that only the whiteboard
texture appears if necessary. Step 4Mile on the back of the document, and place the same whiteboard texture, filling the entire canvas. Step 5Place #e6e7e8 light gray rectangle of 102 x 216 millimeters on the right side of the document Back. Step 6Switch to the document on the front, position and crop
your team's image above the whiteboard texture. Set layer mode to Overlay. Add a fairly rough filter &gt; blur &gt; Gaussian blur. Group these layers into a group named Background. Do the same with the background layers of the back document. 3. How to create the front of a business tri-Fold Brochure
DesignLet focuses on each side of the brochure separately, so we don't have to constantly switch back and forth. Let's start with the front. Step 1 Start with the panel on the right, extract and place the object of your choice using your preferred method. I'm going to use this stock image of a Woman Holding
phone, and I extracted it using a select subject tool that worked great here as we're going for a more graphical style look! Next, adjust the gray color of the object by adjusting &gt; image &gt; tint/satiety. Step 2Create a pink (#ef5591) to an orange (#f26f64) gradient fill layer. Set it to Style: Linear and
Angle: 90 and pin it to the subject. Step 3Using a soft black brush, you can mask a gradient covering the face and upper body of the object. Step 4Each by placing a white version of your logo above the subject. I used this Planet Logo, and I turned white with a color overlay layer effect. Group the subject,
gradient, and logo and name the Right Panel group. Step 5 Now, on the middle panel. Let's start by creating a range of featured clients, sponsors, or any other logos you may want to feature, depending on your needs! I applied the same Color Overlay layer effect to all logos as I did on the Design Planet
logo, and turned them all white. Group all the logos to make it nice and organized. Step 6 Create an 83.1 x 22.1-millimeter rectangle using the Shape — Any Color tool. Place it similar to what you see below. Step 7Asoil the effect of the layer of transition to the rectangle in the same pink (#ef5591) to the
orange (#f26f64) linear transition with an angle: -105.Step 8Re forwards icon 10 of the package 15 Space and Astronaut Icons. Change the icon to white by copying the Color Overlay layer style from one of the previous logos to the icon. You can copy a layer style by holding down Alt and then clicking and
dragging the style from one layer to another. Step 9Sate phone number and or phrase. For today's design, I will use the font Neue Haas Unica! For a call to action, use a Light font thickness of approximately 10 points and a Bold font thickness of approximately 26 points for a phone number. Resize your
text to suit your needs! Make sure the text is centered and white. Step 10Finize the middle panel by adding additional contact information, such as your address, any other phone numbers, or website URLs. I used Neue Haas Unica in Bold at 11 pt in soft gray #58595b color. Group the layers and name
them the middle panel. Step 11Jew behind the surface by designing the left panel! Enter the first half of your slogan using neue haas unica in black at 32 points in any color. Copy, drag the same orange to pink style of the transition layer from the phone number rectangle to the first half of the slogan. Step
12Type of the second part of your slogan using Neue Haas Unica in Regular at 30 pt in white. Place it directly under the first half of the slogan. Both lines of text should be pressed against the leftmost content guide. Group two lines of text and name the group as a marker line. Step 13 Guide any
additional text flavor under the tag line group using Neue Haas Unica in regular 11 pt in white. Remember that all the text between the two lines of content of the left panel, so it does not end in the fold of the booklet! Step 14Create a second orange to pink transition rectangle toward the bottom of the left
panel. To save time, you can always copy the first smaller rectangle from the earlier one, and then resize it! My rectangle is 83 x 53 millimeters. Step 15 IconAdd 1 of the 15 Space and Astronaut Icons package and places it in the top center of the rectangle. Turn it white like all other logos and icons. Step
16Cont quote text centered text inside a rectangle. Below I used Neue Haas Unica in italics at 11 pt in white. Group all the layers of the left panel and you're done with the front! 4. How to create the back of a business tri-Fold Brochure DesignLet is to go to the back of the brochure! We will use the same
fonts, layer styles and icons for the back of our design as we did on the front. Try copying and pasting them from one to the other to save some time! Step 1First, let's add some information on the right side of the panel. Create a name named Services toward the top of the gray rectangle using Neue Haas
Unica in bold at 32 points. Color doesn't matter because we add a gradient layer effect in the same pink (#ef5591) to an orange (#f26f64) linear gradient with an angle of -105. Step 2Create an orange and pink transition rectangle coming from the side of a gray square. My exact size is 94 x 31 millimeters.
Step 3Say a brief description of your services using Neue Haas Unica in Regular at 11 pt in white. Left Align Text. Step 4 Now, let's list our services! Start by creating a text box 56 millimeters wide. Using neue haas unica medium to 17 points is set to hot pink (#EF5591), type a name your service. Step 5
In the same text box, enter a brief description of the service. Below I used Neue Haas Unica in Regular at 10.5 pt set to medium gray (#414142). Step 6Sate service-related icons to the left of the text. I'm using the 15 Space and Astronaut Icons package again. Copy and paste the same pink to orange
gradient from the rectangle to the icon. Step 7Seach this step for all your services! Group each service into a group, taking the text and icon together. When you're done, group different service groups into one final group named Offered Services. Step 8 Exit the Services panel by adding some 1 px
medium gray (#414142) rows between different services using the Line tool. Group all the layers you just created into a group called Services. Step 9For the rest of the back of the booklet, we will combine the middle and left panel to create one large panel! Start by adding a rectangle of 201 x 52
millimeters of pink and orange gradient toward the lower center of the left canvas. Step 10Ate a copy of the previously extracted item and place it on the left side of the canvas and align the bottom edge of the image with the bottom edge of the gradient rectangle. Create a pink (#ef5591) on an orange
(#f26f64) gradient fill layer. Set it to Style: Linear and Angle: 90 and clip to subject. Use a soft black brush to mask the gradient covering the face and upper body of the object. Group these two layers and name the model group. Step 11Create a second rectangle below the Model group and above the
gradient rectangle. Step 12Color shape does not matter how we clip the background image into it! I will use this wooden domino image. Step 13Manage your image &gt; Adjuemnts &gt; hue/satiety so that the image is grayed out. Give it a slight blue tint with adjustment &gt; image &gt; color balance set to
+15 blue, -15 red. Finally, you can increase the difference to +56 by editing &gt; image &gt; brightness/contrast. Step 14Add all the facts of your company to a gradient rectangle using Neue Haas Unica.Below I used Heavy for the title Our Company and Medium for Statistics. Add some more fun icons or
tags, set to white, to fill any space if you have it! Step 15Save the title at the beginning of the brochure using neue haas unica in bold italics. Place the same pink to orange gradient on text from rectangles. Step 16Consefine fill the bottom half of the brochure with a short sections about us and a list of
results! For subtitles I used Neue Haas Unica in bold at 11 pt set to hot pink (#EF5591), changing the font to white for the next text below. For the right-sided list, I used the same Neue Haas Unica in bold at 11 pt set to white. Step 17 To finish things off, I added some pink orange transition check mark to
the side of each item list using this set of UI icons! Group all the check marks into your own group and then group the check box group with the list text and you're done! That's it! This is there is to create a tri-fold booklet mockup! While it may look like a lot, in fact it's just using the same design themes over
and over again to make things readable, minimal and cohesive! Stick to one font and just a hand full of colors will not only ensure an attractive design, but also save you time. Keep in hand that you can always copy and paste layer styles from one layer to another; no need to use the same settings over
and over again! Are you in a hurry? In a hurry and need an empty tri-fold template brochure for Photoshop right now? Then you're in luck! Envato Elements has dozens of suggestions to choose from; just download, place in your information, and you have a good go. Here are some of my favorite tri-fold
brochure designs, all from Envato Elements! Fitness Tri-Fold BrochureThus fitness is about how to pump you or your customers into the gym! It features a minimal design that can still have a ton of energy thanks to the use of red as a highlighter and sharp modern shapes. Statistics Tri-Fold BrochureThis
triple brochure template Photoshop download is ideal for market research, statistics and financial services! It offers plenty of room for information as well as graphics that can be easily exchanged for your own. Try it today. Tri-FoldJump geometric booklet on geometric shape trend with geometric brochure
Tri-Fold template! Minimal but colorful at the same time, this brochure has a ton of space for long-form text as well as images. Thanks to its versatile design, it can be used in any industry and industry. Simple Tri-Fold Brochure Simple tri-fold brochure photoshop download template offers you just the right
amount of space so you don't have to worry about filling in paragraphs of fill information or wondering what images to place where. Add just what you need and do it quickly! Brochure - Creative Startup Studio Tri-FoldKick-start your creative studio with the perfect tri-fold brochure design! But don't be be
caught up – you can use this template for large corporations, small businesses, startup agencies, or other professional services. So now you know how to make a tri-fold brochure. But do not stop now; why not check out even more tutorials below: Flyers 23 Best Free Flyer PSD Templates (Photoshop
Designs Download) Nona Blackman Print Design How to Create a Promotional Flyer in Photoshop By Róbert Sarudy Book Cover How to Design Vintage Book Cover by Grace Fussell InDesign Templates How to create a book jacket template in InDesign Laura Keung Magazine Templates How to create
an InDesign Laura Keung Magazine Design cover template 10 tips for designing high impact magazines Grace Fussell Fussell (Kautek
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